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Chap*!e*1 10—-- 4Mb Desear*s of Suburbia ^^. AzkjuMUiL sU/^tufy.' 

I TJie explore* Voss journeys into thp heart of the continent to 

discover his vision an he dies in the everlasting desert, Patrick 

White implies that in some way this vision redeems the empty society 

of suburban Sydney of that time. After Voss, however, he places 

his visionaries in the contemporary desert of the suburbs of the 

twentieth century, in Sarsaparilla, Bar-ranugli and their environs. 

The later novels are closely involved with contemporary events, and 

the characters in them attempt to achieve their virion through 

their involvement. At stake in these works is not only the salvation 

of the individual, his choice between the way of the living and the 

way of the dead, but the conflict in society between the forces of 

life and of death. Society is not redeemed because one man xskxxxMX. 

finds his own understanding 6f truth, but because those who understand 

JOAJL 
maintain their vision in the ~%cath of the forces of evil which 

would it»s*Hxy destroy them. Thin conflict is implicit in the 

earlier works, but<has been subordinated to the personal struggle. 
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It is in these novels, toe, '.hat Patrick White creates a 

world unmistakably his own. The elements of it, like +hn language in 

vrhich it is embodied, have been present from his earliest work, 

XkxaiiiaxHxSBEHfrsra The Quongs, the Chinese R*;' * keeper H in Ilapjy 7~n 1 ey, 

9 
Co* 

• n.«e the fi^Rt in i*« line of holy fools which stretches through 

/, /,, • iaixaxSlxxxrax Theodora doodman and Bub Quigley to Harry Hoba-+s in 

i 

Jo * * T °v " 
Jitfi'V^^ Voss. Theodora, however, has to embark on her own quest in The 

fylfafQ*- Aunt's Story, xhaxK and the others are subsidiâ .-' characters, or 

images, whereas Miss fffre, the ho"1" fool or holy innocent of Riders 

"* ft 

in the Chariot, like Arthur Brown in The Solid Mandala, is already 

certain in he-** 'nowledge at the commencement of the novel, 3he ha* 

to undergo not a quest but a trial. The tormented but visionary 

artist, also a theme in these novels, has already appeared in The 

Tree of Man, in which the geography of Durilgai is virtually that 

of Sarsaparilla, .ihite has also explored this suburban world in his 

short stories and plays, which belong to the same period of his 

writing. The world of these works waxT»»ritaxkKjra§S the traditional 

Australian imagery of desert, bush and country town which provides^'tne 

substance of the zxxxxxxx earlier works, but has a density which was 

missing from the cosmopolitan but brittle setting of The Living and 

the Dead, Sydney and its analogous Sarsaparilla and Farranugli are 

both setting and image. 
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The suburban setting of these novels itself indicates some 

of the change in White's concerns. Instead of one person's quest, 

he is now interested in the network of human relationships which 

is found in a city. Instead of merely contrasting the visionaries 

with the trivial mass of society, he studies the relationships 

between them. He still KraJucra±xxkxxxjriaxrMX*M draws a contr^t 

between his living and his dead, but the two categories are now 

xauducxxJuaixxJi involved in each others' lives more deeply than in 

any since his first two raoacxxx books, Whereas Theodora and Stan 

Parker and Voss all in their own ways withdraw to follow their own 

s 
concern/, the riders in the chariot and Arthur Brown offer themselves 
to society, and Hurtle Duffield, the artist in The Viviscctor, 

struggles with society to wrest from it the raw materials for his 

art. 

The world of Sydney suburbia also provides an image vhich binds 
oP i esrtr, .•> *ji II # 

these later works together. The bus travelling from the suburb to 

the,centre, like the track linking Sarsaparilla wi+h Xanadu, both 
K S 
connects and separates the sterile centre and the environ/-where 

nat\ire still struggles against brick and mortar to preserve room for 

living. These three focal points represent three of the choices 

available to human life, "_lnn Im^^T" -L1 r suburban walls behind which 

.c-%0^Z Mr'C! Flack and ftrs Jolly, or Harry and Shirley Rosetree, hide from 

*lff* others represent bufrb the imposed isolation which produces sterility, 

/ illl^h cutting men off from the source of their being as surely as ̂ eo+ility 

separates Harry, born Haim, Rosetree f-*om his Judaic origins. ?b,ey 

^V" also, however, represent citadels from which the sterile can snipe 

st the living. 
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In creating this world, Jhite has moved .Jegjn the traditional 

concern of Australian writinr with the question of defining and 

exploring the qua"?ty of 'iving in Australia, and heyond his own 

particular concern with the way in ^'Mch Australia could furnish 

man with the nra±KxiKXxfxnmxKiix*fcxxa opportunity to discover himself. 

In one sense, the feet that these later novels are set in Australia is 

/or 
irrelevant to their search****?*©* the nature of human existence in 

a modem world devoid of acceptable joix^±iJUE^oSxxxiaddauiI::axx 

mora1 or sroi ri+.ua,1 tpieolo;rr or even eristemology. Yet Australia, 

because of its lac'" of any concrete rrmind.ers of earli"-*- civilisations, 

with their created syst-..,sd( of belief, ?.s peculiarly roit4d to 

n. rtvriy of the pli^h+ of mo^er-. man, Tve anonymous city, which is 

ooe reality oi life in Australia, is the image of life in the twentieth 

century. But the edge of 4"he Australian city is still encroaching 

on the bush, with its reminder of +he su tiler rhythms which are 

subdued by civilisation, but which White's visionaries roliscover. 

The edge of this encroachment is also the critical point of man's 

struggle to find new patterns of behavior to suit the new circumstances 
K Ms 
The crumbling ruin of Xanadu with its reminders 0f gothic splendor, 

the pretentious Grecian portico on the Brown cottage, the IESJCX 

grandeur of the Courtney home, "Sunni'iedale,'l are ka±k symbols a£ 
of -*n^S/*i/a^c 
•hofrfa/ the attempt/to establish old patterns of significance on the 

new soil of Australia, and of the failed oT j-tr^^rr-.•-•'••ii-Tipt-pr, "''f' 

cosy sterility of the new suburban cottages is an image of man's 

XXXXKXX destructive retreat from forces he cannot understand. 2ven 

this urban landscape, therefore, maintains in the midst of its 
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universal concerns the specific reminders of old dreams destroyed 

by reality, Australia remains a social laboratory, but not now 

for xjosixfijc/dreams, rather for discovering a significance beneath 

a barren reality. The hostile native which had once been the obstacle 

to the fulfilment of the dream now becomes •k^mTTpmvp-v-i-n-e^rhBrim an 

ima,ge of the hope of finding an enduring pattern of meaning. 

The epigraph to Riders in the Chariot is taken from William 

Brake's conversation with the prophets Is-'-ia^ and Ez.ekiel, when 

both assure him that their quest has concerned the discovery of 

the infinite, for themselves and for others, Isaiah adds xkx± 

his belief that the voice of indignation is the voice of Jod, 

The indignation which moves 'hite is/against the destroyers, Mrs 

Jolly and Mrs Flack and Blue, and/thdse, like the Rosetrees, who 

allow themselves to be destroyed, but his perception of the infinite 

is repeatedly in terms of nature, it is *#* affinity with the natural 

world which seems to guarantee his visionaries. The visions of 

the chariot and the marks of redemption come to them as further 

signs of grace rather than as the source of their wisdom. 



The image of nature appears in the first page^ of Riders in 

the Chariot, where we see Miss Hare walking "through a smell of 

moist nettles, under the pale disc of the sun.*!/ The netf>es, 

suggestive of poverty and pain, also symbolize the simplest forms of 

natural vitaUty, and the sun adds an aureole of sanctity ** which 

seals the accord between nature and divinity. The morning thus 
fa 

promises "the millenium", but it also contains threats of the enemy, 

in the lifeless but menacing forms of burnt-out hlackberry bushes 

like strands of barhed wire. The theme of the book is thus embodied 

in the imagery before it emerges in action. 

/ 
/ 
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In ail of his novels Fatrick White is concerned with the 

discovery of the vision which justifies man's life, but in 

Riders in the Chariot a.nd its successors he places a greater 

emphasis than previously on the juyc redemptive force of this vision. 

OK, 
The two nAitical problems raised,therefore.are whether the vision 

of infinite itself is made real to the reader, an^ whether *hO' 

it 
v4nio*r is shown to operate as a force within the world of ugliness 

and evil which is the locate for the action of the novels. Patricia 

Morley has argued that the achievement of White's novels is to 

make real a dimension of "spiritual activism" which fuses being and 

becoming and to show £, "world that is fit to live in . . . despite 

pain and evil ... as well as a constant flux which is moving in 

acoords-nce with some great designer* This is the worlrt which Ilolstius 

revealed to Theodora Goodman, which Stan Fa^ker found in a globule 

of spittle, and which Voss finally discovered in his dream in the 

desert. In Riders in the Chariot, however, it is,-very nuch ». pp *••*!• >\ 

&£• the ordinary world of day-to-day living. It is found by Mary 

Hare in the rrild garden through which she crawls on her k.neer to 

xkEx&racK Xanadu, where she "came ho.e, as alv.ays, for the first 

timexyT It is nurtured by the simple succor which the peasants 

give to Himmelfarb after ].-R escape from the gas ovens,'and which 

restores him to life on the third day. This transcendent world 

3 f fa /jy-'*"A 

VffA" becomes immanent in the simple acts of kindness which Mrs Godbold 
S >g 

render* to ITimmelfarb and, later, to ^lf Dubbo. This last act 

draws Alf haeh into the fellowship of the riders |£ - it is in the 

foil cwin*' chapter that he and Himmelfarh discover their common 

enthusiasm for 3zekiel - and so gives him the power to make the final 
paintings which again rgveal the immanent as the tran^nendfeit. 
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The ioage of the indwelling +.~, nscend.-nt is, of course, the 

chariot of Szeki-'3"', the vision whicv comes fir t to Kiss Hare it -""he 

words of her father, and which she again sees on t1 e eve of Mrs 

Jolley's arrival. " The image of the Chariot hlendr; with the imairerv 

•!.. . ,.+ ^ „. J. ••.,- ::„., i^ ,-«
i-+ •..!-- r^"- fails o^ V- ary as ^','*' ; t'-...r 

of natural ^iksb^xxx^xxxxx^x^MxxM*^ 

x£axx$xxxxkiia.ix«i±ixa^ 'the harmony of t=» nature in t.hioh Hiss 

Hare and Eimmelfarb are able to sit j -^otected from xixxKaxisixxx "the 

evil of Mrs Jollev while the Jew shares his story, and his 

knowledge of the Chariot, with Mary Hare. The lifr-giving 

strength of the Chariot is pitted against the r e-v>-^ted, deathly 

dance with which I"rs Jolley attempts to gather all +he discordant 

•*-j-

memories of Mary's past into a spell woven against her. In the 

end, however, the Chariot proves stronger than dearth itself. 

Himmelfarh has discovered xixaxxa. while he is still a young man, 

and it xxoixiKxxwxthxkxiradExxdritRjihix^ 

XXikKXKXXiSLHJEX-^ returns to him, after he has betrayed his wife at 

a critical moment, to give him the strength to su^ender to his own 

purgatoryT^ The C1 ariot is the ceotrai vision of «.lf Dubho's 

paintings, the vision he comes to share with Himmeifr-h, and 

the subject oi "the final apocalyptic paintings with which he ends 

his life. The vision returns to Mrs GoldboH when she goes 

back to the site of xxx the now fallen Xf adu at the end of the 

novel , ^ Tve vision comes bo+.v as a sign of grace for the elect atkai 

to whom it is granted to nd>--—»-*-,, and as a testament of the 

permanence of the values they embody. 
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This tertpoient is madQ real a+. the moment when the four 

visionaries or aiders are gathered at Tlimmel fa^h' s doatvN-d. 

ITimmelfarh himself is the Christ figure, Ilary i:.=ire,
 uo lies over 

his fe*»t, is Mary alxlixxixlx, aod i,>B Sodhold plays the role of XX 

kxaxiM^ixxHXx]Sx5tHdxauaxRX±xxxkxxaiuKXjJKXxikxx ~lf Dubho, aboriginal, 

pa.inter and outcast, watches unseen from outside, and then goe^ 

away to celebrate the occasion in his final visionary raintin*., 

the book's Revelation of St John. Himoelfarh*s ppssing is 

sanctified hy the light of the fire whicv has destroyed his last 

earthly home, and in his passing eâ V- of the riders achieves his 

own destiny,*4 Max Mrs Godhold as eternal succor, Mary V.-^p by 

»• entering into that state of complete union", Anf Dubbo V. 

conceiving his final flgyggit virion of the ̂ position. 

In the scene of the -leaf- of TTimmelfarh, White Jo^s succeed 

in making **eal his vision in a way which has eluded him in his 

earlier novels. T̂ -e imagery 0f the d^th of Stan Fark^r is that of 

the concrete woria around him, the globule of spit and the xxaxxxnx; 

struggling ants, hut we have to take the author's word that in 

these is the justification of life. The final visions of Theodora 

and of Voss hr^vc' symbolic significance but seem to belong to a 

dream world, having meaning and reality only for the dreaner. The 

final gathering of the riders in the Chariot, he'ever, is a perfectly 

realized s^ene of human Tife. The she-t;-. wnich ^rs Gfoldbold 

smoothes, the pillow under JTimmelf arV s head, the fire, the cold 

moon and the i"-cn shed belong first of all to the real world of the 

living. The parts which the participants pi a; and the memories 



x' m 
of their past whin1: the present a.c+ions evoke remind the reader of 

the etern^^ biblical myths of the prophet, the disciples, the 

seapegoa4, the crowds of witnesses on th^ ban<s of the rivt-r- of 

life. The imagery is drawn from Eaekiel and 3iake, from the 

ospel and/St John, but the scene is memorable first of all because 

it is the actual o lain +ion of the '"PR1 events o^ the novel. 

The imagery serves to p1ace the circumr+antial event in the con+ext 

of the eternal symbols of meaning. By keeping the event in the 

forefront of our consciousness White does £hYe*efore succee'1 in 

making the ete-̂ nol and the transcend "it xx* ir a':f"yV in th.e concrete 

actual it_' of everyday living. 

for 
Nevertheless, although this is the integrating point xx both 

the plot ef/scti on and the spiritual significance of the novel, it 

does not succeed in giving a unit;- +.,-, the four separate plots. The 

moment of vision is fuMy realised, but its significance is 

tvtX 
dissipated, liary Hare disappears a+ the conclusion o f the/scene, 

and is denied even a definite e^d. 'Alf Duhho goes off to paint his 

vision, and then dies, but thr paintings disappear, or perhaps do 

not. White seems +o be hedging his bets in both +hese cases. Cn 

the one hand, he implies that the vision, the moment of realization, 

is all +hat matters. On the other hand, the possible continue'1 

existence of Miss Hare or of the paintings contains the suggestion 

that the vision is only complete if it is rediscovered P.n^ continu d 

by others. This ;p:nn-s-- is nc+ just a part of the inherent ambiguity 

4 
of an mystical experience - is it of Tod or man? _ brt ?.n indica.ti 
of the au+-hrA»R uncertainty about what he is actually describing. 
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Similarly, !>;rp Godbold's continuing existence and retention 

of the vision seems to be given mor* weight than it can bear. She-

sees the Chariot again on he» return to the site of Xanadi:, Ihry 

Hare's house, which is now a new housing estate. %-1 ^ she walks, 

she is surrounded by images of the continuing life of which she 

herself, eternally for+.ile moth*— of men, is the xotxjqex symbol. 

Yet this continuing life is r0oted firmly in the same suburban 

milieu which has given birth to the evil of urs Jolly and Mrs Flack, 

to the Judas—like betrayal of Him iel farh by his compatriot and 

employer, Harry Rosetree, and to the actual crucifixion of 

Himmelfarb. The original vision of TTorbe^t Hare may have been 

betrayed by his own weakness and suicidal pursuit, but the momentary 

appearance of the Chariot in the sunset seems too little to redeem 

:** from the suburban bulldozers which finally have destroyed it. 

Similarly, the momentary union of the four risers at Himmelfarb's 

deathbed seems too little to unite their four separate stories 

in a single work of r^t. 

In Riders in tVip Ch?^lott Whi
+e grapples with the problem -,f 

bringing his saving vision into the real worvi which is filled not 

only with the insidious evils of petty ;-.uhurMa, h-p + also with 

monstrous evils of war, persecution ?.n^ prejudice. The novel shows 

clearly thp identity of evil, the way n-n-.ism and racism stem f*"om 

the same roots as the mean—minted but destructive vindic+iveness o^ 

am Mrs JolVo and krP ^lack, an^ the coarse mateship of S^' men at 

the factory. His vision is made real in this world, v,;t •;+, sti!"* 

appears only to individuals, and fhjpn not F-eem to rive them any 

^edee^^ Rfr-'.-n^+b among ^ei1" fellows. 
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The contrast of the two brothers is not new in ..hite's novels, 

and was made explicit as early as The Living and the Dead, Waldo 

Brown, the self-regarding intellectual, is the same sterile, 

potential !y destructive, figure as Sl.vo+- Standish, ^r+.hur is in 

White's line of tv,f, niripi o minded-who, by acoep+ing, achieve the 

vision, Arthur, however, belongs not so much with the eccentrics, 

like Tktodora Goodman and Mary Hare, as with Julia Barnett and 

Ruth Godbold. His vision is realized in active go dness, in the 

simple tasks he carries out for the grocer and his wife, in the 

way he looks after Waldo's material needs, in his friendship for Mrs 

Poulter. His simplicity, too, must not be misinterpreted. Certainly, 

the people of Sarsaparilla regard him as "loopy", but .tfoatpp n^'nr 

/-> 

judgement is not +o be trusted, He is not a holy fool, for he H +rv, 

into understanding relationships with ijulcie Peinstein and Mrs 

PoulterJ he r.-o^r-, Dostoievsky* he handles practical affairs. His 

simplicity is rather a lack of concern about the world's opinion, a 

readiness to accept the ju^ge ent of others on himself, than, the trUe 

idiocy of, say, Bub xxx^xxx ^uigley, "either, however, is he the 

plain, ordinary man like Stan farmer. Rather, he combines a childlike 

responsiveness with an adult responsibility to others. We are 

therefore mo-~e easily able to accept both the realit y of his virion / / 

embodied in a child's toy. but representing also the x± dance of the 

ages J and its efficacy, which White shows operating within the 

everyday worl d. 
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Arthur "̂ rown is associated not only with the pontic i"oge o^ 

the mands^a, but also with Jtxx rjnple images of sustenance, with 

milk, bread and hotter. His roh? in the hous^-ol^ is to nilk the 

cow and to mak? the hr^d./ an b* ihese A1 ecome the vehicles of bis hjve, 

t\ ««* 
After his father s 'loath, he brings hie i,other "i^n milk in her 

favourite bowls with the pattern of camomile Sjriga4'A" In +-his scene 

the psychological realism Hr-fY^rtlnrrr?y ^rrivtB-d3«Yyi^»rf with which 

Unite JDXX portrays Arthur's need of adctptance becomes fxxxxhxxxxxxxx 

xxxxx also an image of +he central moral contr. t in the boob/between. 

Arthur's love and the withdrawal from life -V his mother and V-o+her. 

T'w- metaphysical implications arise naturally from +-be realistic 

observation of the detailed patterns with which people build their 

lives. The Brown parents have built a ritual of intell ec+ualism ftdut 

which protects them from the pain of living. Ualdo's personality 

develops in response to his parents* aspira+ions «*-*d his embarras'mont 

at his own awkwardness <•. d •«* the enevjbra a'.e of his brother. mhe 

realistic surface of the novel is, however, deepened by tibiae's 

constant awareness of a moral pattern V'hich comes not from the wny 

people are shaped by circumstances ba+,j •&?•• *•'...• nature of their response 

to life. 
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Those eo-tra ting responses are epitomized in the personalities 

of Arthur's two employers, I> and Hrs Axxxxxhxx Jdwi,:,ht. Mrs 

Allwright Rca.reaiy accepts the Browns as human beings, „ ahen 

Arthur surprises her discussing his family, she covers her embarrassment 

by r>e+,rep+ing into the superiority which adults can always use against 

children. To Arthur s natural compliment about her watch, she replies. 

ll/jfl would of thought, ^rthur, your mother woui ". of taught you that 

ladies don't appreciate bold behaviour in little boyo^V/TThe words 

catch perfectly the stiffness of her false gentility. Mr ,1.1 Iwright, 

however, prays to Cori and accepts the world, including Arthur, who 

in turn responds to "some povn-.r which i-r AHwright possessed', and 

adds him t "what be knejv as truest: to grain in wood, to b rad 

broken XXJEX roughly open, to cow-pats, neatly, frrshi.v dropped/rW 

Mrs Allwright is excluded because she does not fit into the '•world 

of objectfya1*^ 

The conjunction of natural objects is characteristic of .rfhi+.e. 

The goodness in ^rthur does not come from some romejitio equation of 

oi-ipi ici+y and nato^a,! good^ TJC is achieved only through a conscious 

effi-rt to accept the whole world, excrement as much as nutriment. 

Mrs AHwri^ht, like Waldo, wa..-:+. s only that which is easy to accept, 

and therefore misses on everything. She observes the world only 

from the pojrtection of an enclosed veranda, where she sips +ea with 

her equally sterile sister, and passes judgement on what they see. 

^rthur and iw" Allwright, ^ov-ever, pass no judgement, yet it is on 

them that tho others finally depend# 
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The moral pattern of the book is in turn deepened by Mr* I.* 

central mythical or mystical structure. .»-+.r-ur Brown is the protects" 

and header. He provides the kxxxxxx milk and bread of nife for his 

family, be EExfxxxx pr0+ects 'Waldo from playground bullies in their 

chiidjiood and comforts him in his arms Irter in their li-*es. His 

love a;ives R+a«Mr.dv an* meaning +o Dulcie P Tnotein and to Mrs 

Poui+.er, and in +urn he --.vcerves strength and understanding f**cn 

them. He would have done the same for his brother, hut his brother 

rejaets the love and its symbol, the m«-uidala. 
CTHJL 

The mand. la image which Arthur finds in bis marbles is ~\ ? v •"" 

of a totality in which all the con+.r dictions of Hfe ^fi "esobr.-d 

while still. xxxxixxrcxxxxxmj-xxoi 'o+ainin- their separa+e identity. 

The specks and clouds and whorls and knots dissolve into themselves 

yet remain eternally the same. F^-n them Arthur de-i^e- the strength 

which issues forth in his love for other--. Though +hem hr eventually 

discovers the dance which he- perfcr o for firs r-oulter, which unite-

ail the XXXXM elements of the separate lives of himself and his 

broiler, and of Vrx Foulter and Dulci* 7-fns+pin. ' At "he ce.v--.re of 

this dance he becomes the Chr- st-figu-e, throng' 

derive their life. 

h W}^r\ the oh 
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Tt is xt tvis e" e"r'S-:\+ nf the novel which ^r^rs the greatest 

strain. /Arthur's i^ve i .-• -r,'ion is demc.usJ'r->ted, vxs iyhvical 

'ignif i canoe ins unclear. TTr> is ~v, "-S i--r''Tl 

iropv;'-t who h-s k-;own life as 1 otv man a el women, while .«.„!ov.; remain.-

'••'.aia.s a Houngish i-A'-j on».y the husk of his potential, ik.-nvnias a youngish i-ian. the title of 

pvxj- «cv*r-

ti e load he never completes, îrtlvjtr is also, ho eve1", //V;
rni ^^o^it; 

adam bearing his brother inside him• and finally. th Ocd who replaces 

Vir.s io^lter's fallen C1-—1st. Tb^re are a number of hints that. 

he wnr wholly or partly emascul t^d .+, birth, but he is his .h..,abh£--' s 
J 

love--, ld;e cbild Hrs Foudter r\ervr-r h ,d, and the spiritual progenitor 

of Duicie PVTW tein' s abnc-i-.^t brood. By a vernacular pun, his 

5 pa 
,, t -'-yci.es become the mandalas which are his • ift to t, . ' :apd, 
~JhMe- '5 |̂ <|5.-J'-j i-.:</̂ r k ^ fy'^'LJ^ fix*.',+fl'. f-Jr kef/., ciik 
/ft i ec omes •fn-'T a sy-ibol for t:-.e -o.ô c of h;.: mankind, fulfilling 

/ itself by i--v- bu+ still divided against itself, as urT-fcfepi-r „aldo 

remains divided against his twin. F-'ow t1 a division comes the 

hatred '. hicb is realized in the slaughter of war fad the sterility 

of suburbia, and which leads eventually to Waldo's death, and 

consequently to .irthur's loss of the mendala which Waldo had refused 

to accept. rnhis mondola, containing the knot at the centre, has 

been Arthur's preoccupation, ^nri its loss represents the limit of 

be 
the uni+y which xxxxmx is able to achieve. 

http://-'-yci.es


Arthur's role as the hr-inger o^ life is f" 7 ly realized in the 

novel tbr.-.ugh his simple acts of sustenance. Hist roi • as prophet 

and reconciler, bringing meaning to life, is less satisfactorily 

conveyed. It is symbolized in the images of the mendala, both in the 

marbles and in the dance, ^n^ in such natural objects as + he wheel-tree 

where he sees the Chinese worn o/ reminiscent of the plum-tree under 

which Fimmelfarb tells Mary Hare his story in ikx n.ide---s -; • y-, 

Chariot, 0r of the the mulberry tree in TV Tree -:-° Man. Tbo-e images 

have in common the quality (o£/both enclosing life aod /e-pcniwg up to 

it,, the same quality which is embodied in urt!mr ^-o'-n as a figure 

and *' ",n£ c 
of myth. He is himself all me;/, but he also gives of himself tc, R\\ 

mrwA Yea. the only +ime this visionary giving is fully embodied in 

the action is during his lost visit to old Mr- Fe^nstein, when the 

woridless communication of the nundala to the dying man d.-.^r. se~y to 

open him to the "complete surrender to love" which "might have i et 

in God". Mr Fefnntein's secularism has e-antained a quality of openess 

to life which distinguishes it from the atheism of the- elder Trown'S, 

and Arthur's marble does therefore seen a fitting means of reconciling 

his principles with his feelings. The major manifestation of the 

mandala is, however, the donee, and this remains apart from the action. 

As an expression of Arthur's own vision, it is convincing, but as an 

agent of redemption for others we have to take i+. on trust. 
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The problem in accepting Arthur as redeemer is that of his 

sacrifice. In the dance, he himself is th» Christ, hir an wounds 

bleed. In the action of the novel, however, he is only the servant, 

not the suffering servant. He Pisces of himself to others, he tends To 

their ndz"-\r.t in the end he even wipes up ..aid.o's excrement.^
! 

..aldo, however, finds this love hateful, and so it nourishes in him 

only further hate, Arthur's acceptance extends even to fleath, but 

..aldo, turning away from life, is terrjfied of death. He is therefore 

unable to feller Arthur's studv of The Brotherf&aramazov and his 

questioning of the grand inquisitor, and is mortally offended by 

his poems of bleeding and death. TMs off. •.•-..•-• le-ds to his burning 

of bis own life's papers, and +0 the outburst of fear and hatred 

which kills him. In this sense, therefore, Arthur is literally 

correct when he tells I.>n Foulter that he has killed his brother. 
does leave uncertain 

If the end of the novel xxxxsxi+he nature of the redemption 
' I 

effected by Arthur, it makes clear the existential ambiguity of the 

kind of love b<=- displays. While it is potentially liberating, when 

it is received in the proper spirit, it is also destructive to those 

who are unable to accept the vision on which it rests. Thj visionary 

is therefore also the "Yiviseckshunist*> of Arthur's poemp^ The 

inherent destructiveness of tv vision appears only at +in end of 

The ooljd Mandela, and pfcjr-xnx to question the simpler interpretation 

of the preceding action. It is the central t'-ena of I-trick white's 

:e>.+ novel, where tha vision issues not in love but in art. 
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The ending of Tk* lioljd Fandala challenges all the values 

which the novel seems up to this stage t0 have endorsed. Arthur's 

vision has expresse'"1 itself in love bringing healing. Fro i his 

parents, who have retreaded from "ife, are physically sustained by 

^rthur's efforts. His purchase from his own resources of hia mother's 

daily bot+de of ..berry during her last illness is a sign of a 

compassion which can accept all. This same compassion is sxtended 

towards Waldo.even although he continues to refuse it. Arthur's love 

is fulfilled in his daily work and in the family of Duloie Feinstein. 

It seems to bring reconciliation +o iirs coulter's waking dream of 

the modern age «/with its trivia, cruelties and contradictions. 

Yet at the en<\ it iyTriw destroys ".(aldo, leaves his body to be 

torn at by the mangy dogs. The loving god who would givr himself 

becomes the god of vengeance. 

waldo's response of hate to Arthur's i ove is ^effectively 

dramatized,***- we see it first as the culmination of bi-ty'own frustrations 

and then^xxxxiuExkjo;xi±>xxxxxxx*ixx±aKX as it comes to Art'ar, as a 

horrifying revelation of how his kindness fe*4 destroyed his brother, 

crippling him oith hate. The significance of ^.rthur's figurative 

association with biood, however, and the way in which this final 

epiphany fits him to become L'LTP, Tourer's god is less clear. 

Arthur dies in Waldo's death, and so completes-, his role as Chriot. 

i 

Poul4ter must protect, and in accepting this rob; Arthur, akno#& edging 

his helplessness, achieves tv inner unity of the mnndalas."'^ This 

But the death alsŝ reduceFihim from protector to the child whom Mrs 
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unity, however, is based not on the love which it has been Arthur's 

function to bring to the novel, but on the final act of destruction. 

The an' ievement of understanding through destruction, including 

self-destruction, is the theme *j£ to which Patrick hbite returns in 

The Vivisect or;'"-' The epigraphs t0 + pe novel oet/ + he problem of 

the.-art'ist 'uhose vision is the .same understanding af and realization 

of infinity x-jhich is at the heart of religious experience, and 

which can be achieved only by searohing the fi-'-p" depths of the 

human soul. The seeker mist be an outcast, and his vision must 

affront ^iose whom it reveals. This vision is what Arthur Broun 

finally learns fro) hi^ brother rather than what he enbodies in 

hinself. There is, ther. f;re, in ?h Vivisect; r little of the 

reconciling love which was found in the oen . je-.y- novel. For the 

central character, Hurtle Duffield, the artist, human re1 atioosbips 

are xxxxrxxxrxjEXxxxiixiix necessary but enslaving, sad he successively 

frees himself from each in order to pursue his search for undero,tadding. 

The vision which he finally achieves - of god, or infinity, or 

perhaps just pure color - exists in r>n<* for itself. Unlike Alf 

Duhbo's paintings of the Reposition rnd the Chariot, this will 

continue to exist as a work of art, r>nd may therefore have meaning 

for others besdrle the artist, also unlike Dubbo's paintings, however, 

this meaning is not in the discovery of a principle or force actively 

at work in the wc*ld, but just in the discovery of what is. This 

development was already inherent in the shift fa-i the image of 

a chariot and its riders to that of a still mandala, but the mandala 

was shown as, until the end of the novel, the source of fruitful 

activi*.- . Hurtle Drf field's pain+ira , however, are not mad.a for 
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others, vut out of the lives of others. Tve h '' seems +-o 

• ••"• + e. . -itically r*,eny the possibility of the love -which was at t:i-

basis of Arthur Brown's vision, and to -xal.t instead +.!-,a M nJ of 

vision which *«aldo B^o^o W uia have fo nd hr.d he h:<d the courage te 

'-•r'ibrace ij.fo r?+der than hide f-»*om it in -'ak, 

The YXVXXKEXBX life of TT--+\e jj-f field brains in +.hrt 

atmosphere o^ natural 1 ove whicv- in ..'bite's ••ork i'- freeuenVa-

asfoci;:ted with t:ic f- •-'ngf..- h.ellr-r.. 0p - 0cict, , Hurtle's natural 

Ao'.uer is another i,rs toehold, fecund and hard-wo^kin^,. Hurtle, 

however, does not fi'r easily into this •. a/i^onnen4.. The fo.mil,.- is 

descended Ty way of a remittance main fr0m Anglian go utility, and 

Mrs Duffield has aspirations that TT-irtle might wake a way bask, to 

a similar status. He himself has a x
r ecocious interest in books 

and in drawing. These factors combine with the Deffie"" I"-:* financial 

e^'oin.- t0 lead them to accept the of "or of the s_piattoera
+. io 

Court/ -eys to adopt, or buy, Hurtle and raise him as their heir. 

Hurtle boa. gone to the £atx±x Court/ney household with his mother, 

who worJcs there as laundress, and has been intrigued with its 

air of elegance and refinement, and. with. Hainan, the presiding mistress 

of the house, ^.fter his adopt in a, his natural famil-/ plays no 

further major role in his life, yot he does not fit completely into 

the world of the Cca-tj .eys either. His artistic career therefore 

becomes an attempt to recover the/wholeness which characterised life 

with the Co tint on pyre while xx±xx maintaining the achieved rr-\r ucu-s0 

order, the tradition of civili:tion, which is, however precariously, 
r s-\ ,./_, 

a rart of %he Cout*ney world. His partner in the endeavor is A' oda. 

http://fo.mil
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misshapen daughter of the SHigtxxExx Courtj? e.s, who plays for H 

something of t: e role Arthur plays, for ,,'alde Brown. 

This does not mean that Rhoda in a-\y way "hares ^rthir's p-otectin 

and nourishing XXXJEX functions. On the contrary, she is f. ^elfp: 

a*vds 
centred, suspicious/ rather bitter. Hurtle comes as an intruder on 

her domain, a rival for her parents' affections, and she reseats 

him for this. Yet out of her own rain an-1 loneliness she calls to 

him, and he responds. On the day of his a-rival in the Co rtn.ey home 

as a member 0f the family she ta'-es bin into the srarden, u i * her 

garden, sharing wi + h M m her hnowledge and their difference from the 

rest of the wor 1 r>. 

/R'oda led him deeper int.- the darkening garden. There 

were stone steps, the moss so thick in places his feet felt 

they were trampling flesh. It disgu: t,:p him, but she 

couldn*+ see it. Zhe was interested only in what she k~-'1 

to show him. Each time she spoke he could feel hc>-

moist little fingers twitching on his hand. 

'''Those are guavajv, •• She trier1, to make it sound like 

a secret. 

He picked one fro-, the sooty leaves, but it made his 

mouth shrivel up, 

\ She was enjoying it all so much, she didn't notice. 

! '•And custard apples. They're too g—~;en to steal. The 

boys c? -ft see them amea a t the. leaves.*^ ^ff** ̂ ^ f j 

IJThis is the relationship of outsiders. Rhoda* s hump, and her parents' 

indifference, make her as much a misfit as Hurtle's vulgar background 

makes him. The gr/~den they now own in common provides security 

against their own doubts, r,n^ +his security con form a bond between 

them. 3vt, being bared on exclusion, on the distinctions of exclusive 

ownership as compensation for exclusion from love, the bond is 
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sterile. The apples which fan on the grass must be left to r0t, 

not shared with the " larri?cir.Bt. uho n±^,+. ne^d taem, bedause 

"They're ours!" 

In moving from the world of the Duffields to that of the 

Courtneys, a^i.e both find' and betrays himself. He escapes 

from the "prison'' of drapery t0 which his mother is condemned, 

into the "Other world: of silence and beau+va.\/J^ But this is also 

/Xkx world removed from the read concerns of living, from the concerns 

not only of Fa and Tlumma Duffield but also of 'k'-p Courtney, the 

master of the house who is also lost in it, divorced/from his real 

life of horses and prop^'-ties. This world is formed in the languid 

imagef of tfaman, who collects heautp but/r^aoves it fi*am eny living 

matrix. Its symbol is the lonely Rhoda. For a time it can nourish 

young Hurtle, educate him into a civilization from which the D-.ffields 

OMZL 
are excluded, but eventually h>-. must reject it./return to the sources 

of his own life. By this tinej however, he has formed a relationship 

with Rhoda which, is to >>e the mos+ lasting in his lif^. When he 

surprises her beside tu.; bi>t daring their ^:ro;man tour, she become" 

his pythoness, the pro-bet "ho is also tha- oa-tre of +hc world. 

At the centre of his picture is + he r,*a +-, p+ 0-p pe7, re.--., an e+er-.a"' 

symbol of her womanhood bee-use her hum7 will o^evant it ever being 

fruitful. Tvis bur-xing centre is threatened by ^he dold sponge of 

morality about to descend, §Q \eny the life which is offered. Through 

this episode, Rhode, supplants his own mother and becomes his true 

Vide. His life is a struggle to reali7,e the flame and release it 

from the constrictions of society xxxxx:£xxx which would extinguish it. 
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When, at the end of his life, Rhoda. returns t0 him as a bedrHiTri-ie4 

eccentric devoting her i ife to V^^C uf str.y cats, he fa complete 

and able to turn to his final ,;or-c. mpe fi^e which is denied in her 

body is released in his Pai--. Having turned his back on the living 

concerns of the Duffielde, ±k± she in ) iHnly via^^I, to 

JBX their only child. 

-he behraued^rf + he Drffieir is only the firet in Hume's 

career. With the Courtneys, he learns first of all dishonesty, how 

to »leam when not to recognize. He could easily a<-t the words and 

tone of a language: the difficult part -or to know hat you leave 

, m- Mat 
o u V ^ Re learns, however,^ e can "see inside the faces of people 

who fail to get behind your own."*' This is the basis of his life as 

an artist, but the ai of this career has t0 he t0 again unfcearn, to 

give the whole of hdrse^f, net i„-Vrd to people, but to his art. 

Only thus can he XXXXXXJBX find the whole truth. 

The tr-L,+.h is not, however, comforting. It comes fr0m the 

destruction of others, as in the image of the dog stretched out on 

a board with its guts spilling out,^ from which Hurtle learns his 

art 0f ^'better ways of being nas+y,,^ His career iB Rumrned up ±n 

the words he records on the wai1 of his last dunny: 

God the 7ivisector 
Cod the Ar+.i st _s 

God J* 

From destruction comes creation, and from creation comes the final 

vision. This vision is in itself, however, cruel, a betrayal of 

+ u e , Mc^e^ 
those from whom it is constructed, as O^ betrays in turn each of 

his mistresses. Nancy, the pr0situte, dies on the rocks below his 

hutcwla**r-^. ?PM*r, mere, having failed to find Cod with him in 
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^reece, commitn xxdxidxxxf dies of cancer and neglect. Cnly Hath;/ 

Volkov, the cVild-mistry^p, 0f his age, is not betrayed, for she 

takes .̂ rom him the strength to release/is her 0w.n ^-t. Rhode is 

betrayed through the cruelty of his paintings, yet she remains with 

him. His final illumination comes from the conjunction of the 

afflicted, of the grocer Cutbush,/his own sister who has the strength 

of the earth, and^Kathy's motuer. ' The letter which explains this 

also gives him the strength for his la.st painting. 

In this novel we have, therefore, White's harshest testing so 

far of his beli f in the possibility of illumination against the 

gri.n facts of existence. Cf the qualities of love â id resignation 

which have sustained ktxxExrixxx the visionaries in his earlier 

works, only acceptance remains. Hurtle Duffield and Rh .da accept 

everything, and acbirve p.n illumination ahich is denied even to the 

Mrs Godbolds. This illumination is made *̂eal in the act of Duf field's 

painting, which comes alive in the words on the page. This is 

particularly so as he learns again to paint after his stroke, when 

he is in fact commencing his Isst work. 

. . . Before he could contemplate his vision of indigo, 

bP had t0 paint out the death which had stroked him. Some 

at least of the brush strokes, he recognised, were alive. 

His painfully elec+ric prn performed extraordinary 

miracles-} though not often enough. The white core had 

begun te glow, but tvere were the flat dead stro+ches 

loading to i+..^/PL?. <T%7~fJ 

It has been objected that no known painter today works in this wav 

hut ever, if trn,= this objection is irrelevant, Hhi + e takes-, us here 

in+o the consci-usness of a particular painter, nxton an.o'm- Us to 

feci both the physical action of M s brash and share the appraising 
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judgement of his eye. Tve work therefore becomes rea- to us, not 

because we see it, but hcc-y.se we share in its creation. 

Cur tm.-t in the au.thantic.ity 0C Ja r-̂ i" 1-" s creation han been 

developed by the manner pn which V.'hi
4 e va,s convoked '-is res"onse to 

'-.be world in visual terns, ~Hix fr'rst encounter wi+h "ancy, the 

proatttn.to wvc -^r-t xxr.xss;::£Xiiiax« re"1, eas^s '"he fj"M , " of As, 

;at, evfcn the sounds beo .m- -visual images. 

• , . the sou ids of ^ oh tp were solider than the shapes 

of night; opaque fluorescence of a fo^ho^n o ewhere in 

the h.irbour; drawn-out squeal of a leaping train; empty 

bottle slapping fat water . . . he realized someone was 

ap roaching, following the curve of the sea-wall, stubbin* 

and nibbin--,' • . • it sounded as tuo^gh •« thigh was 

cannoning off some upholstery . . . { f '* f ~ fj 

Then, when they return to her room, !>° watc' es her undress. 

The 

, • , a roselight had begun to pour out of the zixxxxxac 

straining camisole; her natural, moist mouth he- worked off 

the cheap veneer; the whites of her eyes, rolling and 

struggling in her fight for freedom fror- her clothes, 

were brilliantly enamelled with naked light^' f iQ. t*)( j 
— - i 
?iBof D^ffield's emotions are transformed into the xxxxx 

colon's and objects which form his paintings, lYiere is therefore 

need for us to h?ve his final vision rendered for us in concrete 

no 

terms. It is enough that we share ui+.h him the moment of its 

real i7,ation. 

ih:other it was she or he who know batter he ^ook his 

hroodest, though frankly feeble brush, and. patted the blue 

on: brush was leaving its hairs behind, he noticed. .̂11 

his life he bed been reaching towards this vertiginous 

bane without truly visualising, till lyi"g on the 

http://hcc-y.se
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pavement he was xa dazzled not so m-c1-' by a colour as v>y 

a longstandinp secret relationship. 

How he was again acknowledging iith all the strength 

of his live hand the otherwise unnarw. ble I-N-D-I—G-C. 

Only resell higher. Could. And will, 

, • • 

Light follows dark not usually bound by the iron 

feather which stroked. >*° {ff blft'^ J 

This is another epiphany or revelation of the kind which comes to 

Mrs Foi.#rter, to Alf Dubbo, to Mixx Vouu and to 3+an Farker. We can 

accept this/readily, however, because it comes not from outside the 

action, but as the final act of the artist. It belongs to his way _ 

of visualizing and. of expressing the world. \ie therefore accept --the 

£*e*- as a fact that Hurtle Duffield achieves his life's aim in his, 

last moments. 

/Accepting that the novelist has made convaocing +o us +.,ne 

career and vision of a particular artist, bra,.aver,, we still have the 

pdrblem of whether this career in any sense justifies the mean and 

often hateful world in which it is set. The Vivise-to- does differ 

from its predecessors in that no such explicit o~ implicit claim is 

made. The symbolic dimension of the earlier books has been replaced 

by the artistic, and so the question is not whether Hurtle has some 

general/significance, but QiOy whether his response is the only 

possible and proper one to the circumstances. 
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I suggested earlier that H.:rtle Duffield's or rear is that which 

.laldo Brown ne^er JLXSLX. realized. In a sense, this novel is the 

reply t0 Arthur's discovery that his giving of bis self "to ethers 

has created in Waldo only + he most destructive hate. Hurtle Duffield 

does not give himself +..-, others, but to his e-t, p- his own search 

for meaning. Those whom he destroys ere those who try to use him fo~ 

their own salvation, Q^ of their destruction he wrings a truth 

which is available to others if they wish to use it. He takes no 

responsibility for xiut anyone other than himself, but Vn does give 

density to the world in i^hich he i.ives. The implication of the book 

would seem to be that this is ai i that a man can ,cive in exchange for 

bis own inevitable destr-uctiveness. The novel is therefore one of 
one. <?!? 
White's most pessimistic, but it is a"* so/his most convincing. In 

eschewing symbolic overtones he has made concrete the metaphysical 

search which has been at +he hear-*- of his whole body of work. 

Although the same\hernes and settings, and even very similar 

characters, recur in White's novels, each has an entirely distinct 

attack on reality.^J*.- i.-—tmjrefore co-p^detely imposffiVte tQ gviass 

re his nMF*r book may take \hfl, At the tine ox writinV,—feo* 

\ \ 
has taken us on a complete ciVole from moral realism through^ the 

furthest reaches of metaphysical X£K symbolism back t0 concrete, if 

sordid/Srealism again, lit only by thae artist's vision of col ok'and 

rhythm in \ha.os. Yet in +-he most symbolic of his works there is still 

a clear realisation of character ..nci ^et+iiyr, bath socia
-1 anJ pby-lcal, 

\ \ 
t a.s in +he mfest 'ealirkc ^'ye is, -'adl a. concern for the o 

ultimate questions >of ksxxa. vslue\ and purpose of human lif . White 00 

file:///ha.os
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d-ue-th^rofor,, U o fir..Ĵ . wi^iu thM ;, a'.ralian U'-^a~y-*edition, 

tping t^make real within a particular human and phys.ical environne-: 

the d-v.ee.-is :»hich man feels si ou7 d h\ 

con4 
. ssible. His distinct 

,.,_,. '^ Austral/<%*-» Ut-e^o/ 
y^+^-ditira is the w\y in which he makes the 

dream real in existential and spiritual dim* 

N 
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Chapter .600—Q--- -

Achieved Serenity—-—Pgtriok Whito's The Bre ^f-^the Btom, 

JJ Patrick Whiter most recent novel, The Eye of the Storm, 

forces his readers to reconsider not only the nature of his 
whole 

achievement in his series of works, but also the lidi tradition 

from which they have sprung. This reconsideration is 

furthered by the volume of critical work which is appearing 

about his work, most of which it is not possible to give 

detailed attention to here. The effect of the critical 

discussion has been to direct attention to his religious and 

metaphysical concerns, and to ^farailf axiS tnembri universal 

context of European intellectual traditions rather than within 

the narrower mam±mxkxm± confines of the specifics of 

Australian society. 
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On first reading, The Eye of the Storm would seem to 

reinforce the correctness of this judgement. Instead of 

dealing with outsiders clinging to the mxxaxxox geographic or 

moral fringes of Australian society, this novel takes us into 

the centre of establishment Sydney, The novel is concerned 

with the death of a wealthy old woman who has dominated 

Sydney society, and her own family, for half a century* Around 

her deathbed kxzaz circle her two now aging children, both *j ~*i-f0*> 

publicly successful and privately conscious of failure, and 

various minor attendant pftanets. The issue at stake is not 

the quest which occupied Stan Parker or Voss or Theodora 

Goodman throughout their lives, but rather the question of 

whether Elizabeth Hunter will be able to carry through to death 

the success which she has achieved throughout her adult life. 

Moreover, this success is one of the will. Her unity has been 

aohieved not«J>y openess to experience, not through love as 

h,/to embodied in earlier novels\7)but by her ruthless subjection of 

thowe around her to her own needs and desires, ^Ki^^^y^jghe 

is/determined to make death itself bow to her will. In turn, 

the lesser characters are occupied with the question of 

whether they can lead, or establish, lives independent of 

Elizabeth Hunter.\ The raising of these optxx issues seems to 

question the basic assumptions of the earlier novels* T h e ^ 
of the problems 

personal urgencyA and their setting in a wealthy home with 

ample resources and cosmopolitan links, seem^f to transcend the 

specifically Australian context. Moreover, the sureness of the 

language seems-to direct our attention away from the merely 
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local and indiosyncratic towards the universal. 

It is, however, in the language of the novel that the 

continuity with White*s earlier work is most manifest, as is 

ultimately its link with an Australian as well as a European 

tradition.* The first sentence of the book catches the reader 

up into a situation which is both indiviAwr and universal, 

defined and yet tentative. 

The old woman's head was barely fretting against the pileow. 

She could have moaned slightly. T^ (p.V\ J 

The use of the impersonal phrase "'old woman", rather than her 

proper name, Mrs Hunter, which is given in the next sentence, 

both gives a generality to the scene and links it to such earlier 

7k. 
books as The Aunt's Story and/Tree of Man, The change of 

grammatical mood in the second verb reinforces the image of a head 

barely fretting/the pillow, of physical reality barely tied down 

in words, and of a person barely held by physical reality. 

The mood of the verb also determines the involvement the novel 

demands of the reader. He is an observer, not allowed to identify 

with the old woman who is pointed out for his attention, but not 

allowed either to escape altogether from passing a judgement* m 

KilmllxM may be that of the nurse, who may be the one who is ***>* 

.#,#vsure whether o» not Mrs Hunter moaned. But it may also be the 

author, the impersonal narrator, who is not quite sure of the fact, 

or even Mrs Hunter herself. This tentativeness towards the precise 

definition of experience, towards the status of any knowledge, 
much of 

is central to this, as to/lWhite'es earlier Mqqdaac work. His 
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achievement is to place us me firmly in the midst of a concrete 

situation at the same time as he forces us to question the 

apparent completeness of our experience. The prose questions 

RdJU*8 

the xmxx facts it embodies. 

Whfcte makes explicit the dangers of words in the meditations 

of the solicitor, Arnold Wyburd, while Mrs Hunter's children 

are urging him to ''talk to Mother" and condemn her to c t o c 

death in a home for the aged* — r 

As for Arnold Wyburd, her realized he had lost his 

in words, when his life of usefulness had depended on 

them: they could be used as fences, smoke-screens, knives 

and stones; they could take the shape of comforting hot 

water bottles; but if you thought they were about to 

help you open a door into the truth, you found, instead of a 

lighted room a dark Iroid you hadn't the courage to enter, 

PerhfSps you had come closest to illumination in some 

of those talks with Bill Hunter in front of the fire in the 

library at %Kudjeri" after Mrs Hunter had gone to bed 

• , , There was, in particular, the night Bill told about the 

earthquake he had been through as a young man travelling in 

Baluchistan, and which you were soon experiencing together, 

while the house shuddered and crumbled about you, smoke 

rising not only from the immediate hearth but from the 

shambles of rubble with its clusters of dark bodies lying limp 

or struggling calling sinewy arms stretched begging for mercy 

sometimes out of the cracks in the earth. After Bill had come 

to the end of his "story", you both remained precariously 

suspended, it seemed, while dark fingers still raked and 

clawed at your ankles from the smoking chasm* Words, as 

Bill had already realized, were pitiful threads to dangle 

above those whom actions had failed, and God was swallowing 

up. "^ 
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^s-^This passage, peripheral to the action, could stand as 

an image of the whole novel. Like the victims of the/earthquake, 

all the characters are being swallowed by God, by death and by 

time which brings death* They use words as '*fences, smoke-screens, 

knives and stones; • • • hot water bottles'', but they want to 

find the words which will ''open a door into trutb/^/ But if 

words will not reveal truth, they will bring back events in which 

the truth may be found. Just as Biil^is able to bring the 

shambles^pf the IuditUT earthquake into the smoke s£ rising from 

Hi 11 TTnnjL ar* n henrth,-/so Mrs Hunter and her children bring back 

the events of the past, not so much to examine than as to relive 

them, to re—weave them into the texture of the present. 

Ultimately, it is those who have come through the earthquake, like 

Bill, or the eye of the storm, like Elizabeth Hunter, who have 

the strength to command their present. The others remain 

attendants and acolytes, like the household staff, or just lost 

souls like the children, Basil and Dorothy, 

The will which strengthens is seen, however, also as a 

quality which isolates. Bill Hunter is known to his wife only 

as Alfred, In refusing to use what he calls his tfttxmft"friendly" 

name, Elizabeth separates herself from his real life, even from 

knowledge of his character, his interests,' Yet paradoxically 

this separation becomes a source of strength for each of them. 

White shows us little of Bill Hunter, provides little inner life 
XL-
for the man who bids behind his disguise as "one of H u m the 

costive, crutch-heavy males who came to discuss wool and meat: so 
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slow and ponderous/*^ He does however; give us a glimpse of his 

inner life through his choice of books, and of his strength in 

his capacity for friendship, his lack of demand, his apparent 

acceptance of the terms of his life. 

His importance in the novel is his relationship with Elizabeth 

Hunter, He gives her the wealth to maintain her position in life, 

two children, and her freedom. He also gives her certain 

sentimental memories of unpassionate affection during their 

separation,and of her opportunity to play the nurse during his 

final illness. The episode of Alfred! Hunter's death is 

particularly interesting for its human tenderness and for the 

undertone of regret for the reiationship^which wan simulated 

during these last weeks of his lifeybn* never achieved in thwir 

marriage, jj Her husband's death serves to confirm Elizabeth 

Hunter's choioe to live as a person alone. The novel, which 

occupies only the last few days of her life but ffTT§ the rest in 

retrospect, is a chronicle of her attempt, finally successful, 

to knit together the separate parts of her being, to make sense of 

the whole. In this respect it is rather like The Tree of Man^ 

but.instead of tracing a man's life from its prime to its end. 

we watch the earlier events from the perspective of the last days. 

This chronicle is set in the context of «-fri»T-»»yr:Hri:»yfc« attempts by 

her immediate family and attendants to come to terras with 

the fact of Elizabeth Hunter and her meaning to them, and these 

attempts by contrast reveal her as a woman who is finally justified 

by the mere fact of being herself. 
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OO\J SO QtCt^D 

In morely being herself, Elizabeth Hunter stands apart 

from the central characters of bars/more recent novels. She 

has none of the spiritual insight of the visionaries of Riders in 

the Chariot, xkmxxMkJCUuqtxmlxtkii does not achieve any vision of 

ultimate truth such as finally justifies Hurtle Duffield or 

Voss or even Stan Parker, lacks any semblance of the kind of 

sacrificial love which animates Arthur Brown or flrs Godboid, and 

which appears in this novel in the person of Sister de Santis. 

In its restriction to the observed facts of the physical world in 

which •bars/characters have their being x±x± the novel is more 

like the Tree of Man than any of its successors, yet Elizabeth 

Hunter lacks not only Stan Parker's eventual vision but also 

the humble and self-effacing quality which leads him to it. On 

the contrary, she is both selfish and self-centred, more like 

Theodora Goodman's mother than any m-tvkkw other character from the 

earlier novels. Similarly, Bill Hunter J anewfrHju Mr Goodman, 

amretsYxWfctte Yet Mrs Goodman clearly belongs among the dead souls 

whom White rejects in his earlier novels, whereas Elizabeth Hunter-

just as clearly commands his sympathies. 

This change in view is clearly seen in the brief exchange 

between Mrs Hunter and Sister de Santis on the subject of iove.^ 

Mrs Hunter recollects her past in terms a reader of White would 

expect to condemn her. k^jl used to long for possessions: Bolls 

, • • jewels , • ,last of all, I longed to possess people who would 

obey me - and love me of oouw^er Ganyou-understand all this?S^y» 
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Mary de OanliH can accept -thin-only- in an intellectual sense. Her 

upbringing has, as her name suggests, removed her from the love of 

possessions and given her, instead, a love of service, V» . .I've 

only wanted to serve others - through ray profession - which is all 

I know how to do. Oh, and to love of course,* she laughed constrainedly; 

*but that is so vast it is difficult to imagine - how - how to achieve 

it.^1 The hesitation of her words is not tho hesitation of one who 

is ne*-ab*e to phrase what she feels, but ar honitation about her 

own feelings which is induced by the fact of her employer, Elizabeth 

Hunter. This hesitation arouses the older woman's anger, which then 

turns to a suspicion that the nurse is accusing her of not loving 

her husband* This suspicion turns to contrition, as she XXM. 

acknowledgeXthat Inhere is this other love ... And I still can't 

reach jfyilPlQShe lays her head on the nurses hands, thus turning her 

"^6*. stick, though an exal-text~one^*y Q/<_ ^Xrr^ 

Jfjl, -¥fei4*-episode has resemblances to the jseOaliuuihip/between 

Mrs GodboSd, then Ruth Joiner, and her employer, Mrs Chalmers-Robinson, 

in Riders in the Chariot.^ Mrs Chalmers-Robinson tries to compensate 

for her own deficiencies by probing her maid's inmost thoughts,asm 

fmmiixXKf about both her religious beliefs and her future husband, and 

she too attempts to assuage her guilt by offering the maid a gift, 
-/(«. ejv- (i <-r-

although the offer never becomes reality. In^fais novel, however, it 
A 

is clearly the maid who is morally superior, whereas in the later work 

Mrs Hunter retains her superiority. Sister de Santis' devotion has 

its reward, she is exalted, but she remains "a stick", essentially 

sterile. Elizabeth Hunter's search for a larger love xx seems not 

merely self-indulgent, but a sign that she will achieve more than is 

nil curs' to her nurse. 
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The difference between ̂ rs Chalraers#Robinson and M^s Hunter ff 
does not lie in their external actions, for both are self-indulgent 

women who explM± others for their own satisfaction, but in the 

language by which White places their actions. Mrs Chalmers*Robinson 

is an empty woman whose actions correspond to no inner reality. 

She uses religion, or her maid's emotions, as she uses brandy, as 

an escape from her own void, "And was hitting her head against the 

hot pillow. She could not quite succeed in running down^C/ The 

theatricality of the gesture is confirmed by the carefully qualifying 

phrase, "could not quite succeed^". All of Mrs Chalmers-Robinson's 

actions have this quality of just falling short of authenticity. By 

contrast, Elizabeth Hunter's actions fail to achieve, not ^ffeet, but 

object^) but they arise from an inner necessity, "When she turned 

she was burning with a blue, inward rage; but quickly quenched it, and 

drew up a stool at this girl's feet."* The gestures hide the inward 

state which is the true reality. In sitting at her nurse's feet, 

and laying her head on the nurse's hands, she is MMM not only 

indulging in gesture, although this is part of the truth, but also 

seeking by external actions to discover for herself a truth which 

will answer the inward rage. It is this quality of inward life 

which distinguishes Elizabeth Hunter from the many other selfish and 

self-indulgent creatures who have figured in White's pages. In 

studying the inner anguish of the/exaltod, White extends a 

compassion which previously he has shown only to the humble. 
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Elizabeth Hunter does not, however, merely represent an 

extension of White's xxaxxWueix* sympathetic ratje, for she is the 

standard by which the other characters in the novel are measured. 

She is therefore not wjowely someone who can alno be pitied,4but 

someone in comparison with whom most of the characters are found 

wanting. In this mimM she plays the part which has been played in 

odckxxxK. White's earlier work by those who have given of themselves, 

^E 

whether to others or to art or, like Voss, just to their vision, 

Elizabeth Hunter would seem to give of herifelf to nobody. Certainly, 

she may appear to havesorae moral superiority to her children, who 
6JjCc> 

wait to profit by her death, and/prove mean-minded even about the 

fortune they inherit. J*«t In torms of aooountant's morality, the 

action of the Princesse de Lascabanes in cBepriving a cleaning woman 

who was "brought by hire-car - from Red-fern" of four hundred much 

needed dollars is probably of much less significance than her mother's 

denial of marriage to her husband for perhaps twenty years of his 

life. The moral difference lies, however, precisely in the nature of 

the action, Elizabeth Hunter may hurt others, but she remains true 

to herself. Her daughter /lives merely by words.^j'^Why drag in 

sincerity? A sense of reality is what is called for»*^ The princess 

spoke so vehemently she had to hang on to the handbag sitting on her 

lap. "^ The vehemence is all on the surface, and is condemned by the 

nature of the support she seeks - a handbag, both an item of dress and 

a symbol of possession. The Princesse de Lascabanes, Dorothy Hunter, 

is KOSKBKajul defined by externals, whereas her mother subjects external 

including other people, to the demands of her inner nature. 
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The jferae distinction separates Elizabeth Hunter from her other 

child, the actor Sir Basil. Basil awaits his mother's death so that 

(he might have the money to back the production in London of a new play, 

-but he does not wifch to stage thm fjlwji for its own sake, but to 

gratify a current ardor for Mitty Jacka, an ardor which he himself 

recognizes as falseg)^He could feel his mask grinning up at her, the 

teeth grown jagged in its mock flesh: that of the Second Conspirator. 

Or was it the First Suicide?**^ The animal image places Basil outside 

humanity, his uncertainty of role deprives him of identity, and 

in its confusion places him as pure destroyer, both of himself and 

others, t is a^J'uptiarto that through the novel we discover his 

aspirations to play Lear£) The real Lear is, like Basil, a man who, 

at least at the beginning of the play, cannot go beyond his allotted 

role to discover his true self. The play, however, forces Lear to 

search himself, and so presents to the actor a challenge which Basil 

lacks the M«iiM«rrfc»YCTtmr»T manhood to accept. The centre of h** 

self is a hcWow, symbolized by bis casual encounters, his broken 

marriages, and his jet-setting about the world. 
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on 
The event of death en- which all the characters in the novel 

attend^reveals also the true quality of the life of each. In 

a manner reminiscent almost of a sitiaeval morality, each is judged 

by what he seeks for himself, or rather by the end to which he turns 

himself. Basil seeks a perfect display, Dorothy recognition, Arnold 

Wyburd seeks merely to fulfil an allotted XKXKX social role, Elizabeth's 

husband chooses the comparative seclusion of the rural property of 

±Kxi#K±± "Kudjeri", near the town of Gogong,which is reminiscent of 

Lawson's Gulgong, but in this backwater he dedicates himself to the 

limited but real perfection of sheeubreS&ing and book-collecting. 

His books are collected not for display but to aid his search for 

truth, a search in which Elizabeth vicariously participates while 

nursing him through his last weeks. Alfred's last word istf''Whyyy?'; 

The three nursem who are mm* closely associated with Elizabeth 

Hunter's final illness similarly judge and are judged by their own 

lives. Sister Badgery is the least interesting, living on the 

surface of gossip and material triviality. Sister Mary de Santis is, 

as her name implies, a devotee for whom Mrs Hunter becomes a god to 

be served. In so totally giving herself she also, in a reversal of 

the gospel morality, loses her true self. We learn that her pareuU, 

from tho riiffnrant Mftrtitprranpan miltiiwa nf Greece anrf T*aly, created 

through their mutual love a self-sufficient World from which" "the 

•diaghtor wan oxoluded.—HerClife is a search to fulfil the unrequited 

love for her parents, and particularly for her father, through service 

to others. The arrival of Sir Basil awakes in her, however, a feeing 

£M sense of her own loneliness, and she is temporarily overcome by 
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lust/ ^he attempts to expiate this lust by ifcmxaracfcaixtmKfcxml 

mgyptmgx»|iTBtix«pixxJcrfKBmrxh-exftggrYirl»y kneeling in prayer to her 

mistress, but is sharply recalled to a sense of earthly reality. 

She then sublimates her lust through the menial task of mopping up 

old spills on the kitchen floor and through the celebratory duty of 

gathering roses from the garden. Her recovery of a sense of the 

transcendent in the real is confirmed by the words of the peasant-

migrant, in her mother's tongue, 'Ti ximairoraa kanomayl • • • What a 

sunrise we are making!' ̂ ^Stimtrnx This descent to the depths of 

humiliation and loneliness and recovery is interwoven in the novel 

between Elixabeth Hunter's recollection, or dream, of her husband's 

illness and death. 

Sister Manhood ggexTtkranrgk similarly searches for her true direct

ion in the hours following Basil Hunter's return, 9wr^r^r-fm^-rm-r-khw 

xxxgxxaxgfxxhsxnightmnuaimt She is the rovermrof Mary de Santis, 

for she is energetically and deraandingly loved but fears to give 

herself. She is unable to froin her cousin Snow'* lesbian affections, 

but rejects Col Pardoe's offer of love for fear that itxwx he wants, 

not to possess her, but to make her into something she is not. If 

Sister de Santis is able to be herself at the price of feeling 

incomplete, Sister Manhood's desire, and ability, to complete herself 

with another threatens to disintegrate the self she has to offer. 
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While White never lets us forget that each of the nurses is an 

individual person, each also represents one applet of the character of 

her mistress, Elizabeth Hunter, Sister Badgery's delight in the 

material is reflected in Mrs Hunter's delight in clothes and the 

apparatus of fashion. The older woman has given herself to many 

lovers, just as does Sister Manhood, but she has also preserved and 

strengthened an inner self which she has no more revealed to others 

than Jaas Sister de Santis revealed her inmost life. Moreover, while 

Mary de Santis must worship, Elizabeth Hunter is content to be 

worshipped, EinaXJyi her life is directed nut to/either/her lovers nor 

to her earthly self, but to a spiritual self which is also one with 

the larger creation. Like her cook, her life is directed to the 

wsJ* creation of "one whole human being#\*/ But while the cook is conscious 

that she will not achieve this* Elizabeth Hunter steadfastly pursues 6C. 

h?" RJ"U || Paradoxically, it is her husband, Alfred, who perhaps knows 

her least, who makes he*Vraost conscious of her aim. Its first 

expression in the novel comes after her adultery with- Athol Shrieve, 

after she walmm-. with her husband in the park and realizes that she 

cannot return his affetftion and return with him tu share his life, Os^U 

immediately before his letter which makes the noble and pathetic gesture 

of offering her her freedom. 

• • • I am neither compleat wife, sow, nor crystal, and must 

take many other shapes before I finally set, or before I am, more 

probably, shattered.*^/? • / o a/ 

It is in keeping with the nature of their relationship that she is not 

able to share with her husband this understanding which he has prompted. 

of the direction in which she must lead her life. 
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A similar understanding of the aim of her life is prompted by 

the letter which faces her with the imminent fact of her husband's 

death. 

* 

As light as unlikely probably as painful as a shark's egg the old 

not body rather flimsy soul is whirled around sometimes spat out 

anus-upward (souls have an anus they are never allowed to 

forget it) never separated from the brown the sometimes tinted 

spawn of snapshots the withered navel string still stuck to 

what it aspires to yes at last to he if the past the dream life 

will allow.*^ Q tqf-

The difficult syntax and elusive denotation of this passage, xjrpTsinr 

istic of WkxtJEXxxeax some of White's earlier books, is untWpical of this 

novel* Its lack of precision is, however, appropriate to its placing 

in the narrative of flrs Hunter's return to"Kudjeri" to nurse her 

husband* It is an isolated piece of reflection between her outpouring 

of grief on her receipt of the news and her xxxxxatxal actual departure 

for her husband's property* The reader is therefore left uncertain 

whether to take it as a reflection prompted by the actual event or by 

ElizabethtHunter's recollection of the event on her own death-bed* 

Whichever, it remains an apprehension in her mind, not an idea which 

can be exactly defined* Its imprecision is, moreover, a precise 

definition of the border between being and non-being, spiritual and 

fleshly, self and universe, which is where the goal of the search lies* 

The images of the paragraph are simultaneously images of Elizabeth 

Hunter's actual life and of her true self* 
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The quality which seems to separate Elizabeth Hunter from the 

other characters in the book, with the possible exception of her 

husband, is wholeness, a unity not only within herself but between 

herself and her universe. Sister de Santis seems to share this 

quality, but her encounters with Basil reveal ass her lack. In a 

surrender to lust, she throws off her clothes after his first arrival, 

and scatters "wasted basil seed" on the floor in a kind of sybolic 
A 

but barren rape, * When she goes to his hotel to confront him over 
s 

his intended betrayal of his mother, it is she who betrays, who is 

seduced by his person and iazs voice and abandons her mission for the 

luxury of lunching with him. The lunch is not, however, a success. 

She behaves variously in a silly, brash or affected manner. The 

memory 
unity of minds they both seek is not attained, and the final nymbftT of 

the sophisticated lunch is a drunken businessman falling through a 

chair and the floating body of a strangled dog, symbol ^£ both &7 

physical decay and of the human cruelty they are both prepared to be 

/ 20 
a party to,- Similarly, Basil senses his own incompleteness and 

failure xll3)&Sd%^ 
of the unreality of his dream of 
/making at lamt a successful marriage with the nubile and young 

Sister Manhood, His awareness culminates in his recognition that, 

while his aspiration is to Lear, his mm success is as Horner. 

This awareness, however, he keeps to himself, and his offering of 

himself as Lear falls as short as his actual performance, ''She was 

honest enough, poor thing. He was the dishonest one, 1X2 And a 
^ d**frk- te»- ke«Wf, 
bloody superficial Lear,** Mary de Santis/is limited as much by 

her failure of comprehension as he is by his failure of achievement. 
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The two pivotal episodes in the novel are the visit of 

Elizabeth Hunter and Dorothy to Brumby Island and the return of 

Dorothy and Basil to "Kudjeri". The first episode is enttiaed in 

the narrative with the children's plans to dispatch their mother to 

the old people's home, while the second is their attempt to escape 

from the consequences of their decision. Each episode tests the 

characters concerned by removing them from their normal social 

environment and confronting them with unsubdued nature. 

The episode on Brumby Island gives the novel its name, for this 

is the occasion on which Elizabeth Hunter passes through the ey4. 

of the cyclone. She has been deserted on the island by her hosfcs, 

by her daughter, who has been outraged into jealous anger by her 

mother's wooing of txxxitauatng Professor Edvard Pehl, and by the 

professor himself. She is therefore left alone to face the storm. 

It is perhaps because of Basil Hunter's constant allusions to his 

futile desire to succeed in the role of Lear that we are reminded of 

a parallel between Elizabeth Hunters situation on the island and that 

of Lear when he rushes into the xadacm storm. Basil will never succeed 

as Lear because he will never Confront his true self. Elizabeth Hunter, 

however, submits herself to the storm as to a lover, "to someone to 

whom she had never been introduced". As a consequence, she goes 

beyond death to a state of total belief in herself, *in what she saw 

and was and jfasx she was was too real too diverse composed of everyone 

she had known and loved and not a1 Viagra altogether loved it is better 

than nothing atai given fesfts birth to and for God's sake^T*" in their 

very acknowledgement of incompleteness and inadequacy the words convey 

the totality of her tife. 
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In the storm, therefore, Elizabeth Hunter, like Lear, gains a 

true knowledge of herself, and also like him this knowledge leads her to 

a feeling of kinship with all creation, although in her case animal 

rather than human. While the eye of the storm is overhead, and time 

is suspended, Elizabeth Hunter offers bread to the wild swans, who 

take it, "Expressing neither contempt nor fear^/ He* apotheosis is 

like that of Voss, but is fully realized in naturalistic terms. It 

takes place within natural time, during the cyclone, but also in a 

moment suspended from time. Similarly, her return to time is 

accomplished both naturally and grotesquely through Her «xg catching 

sight of a seagull which has been impaled by the wind on a spiky 

branch* This reminder of the transiience of life and of the suffering 

within it both corrects the exaltation of the moment and restores her 

to her senses in time to secure her jgcmk physical safety* Yet the 

moment remains with her, both as an assurance of her superiority to 

the fates, and to her children, and as a reminder of the gulls which 

lie in wait Hto km plunge their beaks and empty your sockets^^/ 

The reference is to the impaled gull, but also to the children who 

blinded Gloucester and who will geamt- on the substance of this parent. 

It is i* her knowledge of the cruelty as well as the sublimity of 

life that gives Elizabeth Hunter her strength. She defeats her 

children by being not only the Lear who triumphs over their cruelty, 

but also the Cordelia to whom Basil has not the strength to yield. 

His simultaneous awareness that he cannot afford to yield to his 

mother, and that his professional failure was a sentimental 

to a stage Cordelia, is his own judgement, "^* 
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If Brumby Island is the scene of Elizabeth Hunter's greatest 

triumph, it is also the scene of her daughter's greatest defeat. 

Dorothy Hunter has returned to find solace for the collapse of her 

marriage with the Prince de Lascabanes. She feels the lift of secret 

joy in the helicopter which takes her from the normal life of the 

mainland, but is afraid to respond to it, and thus fails "to 

animate the stick she was changed into^s^^ While her mother courts 

the island and all on i*»/is seen as an "idol", the "nrarinffi nr^ 

"adoring", her "devotees", be* Dorothy ream*** aloof/and finally, 

lattitrgxtB defeated by her mother for the attention of Professor 

Pehl, flees the island. Her loss is not merely the loss of a foreign 

professor who could teach her something of the science of nature, but 

the loss of nature, and thus of herself. S©r-*^«o*e*t she is-able to 

sense an escape from her emptiness, and from the only reality she 
ffWTv 

acknowledges, her ew* unhappy past and the trinkets of maids' bedrooms 

representing a life she cannot share, into a world where Professor 

Pehl will strengthen^*, against the joyful fear induced by the brumbies 

dangerousjbut exultant spirits of the island. This hope is, however, 

destroyed by her_iaothiBrJ-s_g6^n>ntinn of-thezggrfmirtor. 

The actual contest between the two women for the attention of 

a man who is himself a stranger is described sardonically, largely 

as seen by Dorothy herself. It is given its overtones, however, by its 

natural setting. The professor himself talks of the mysterious natural 

economy of the deep, and of the untamed woods of his native Nmway. 

Their encounter with the brumbies occurs on the beach as the sun is 

setting: "this bronze tyrant lowered into the flamingo litter and 

encircling host of haze-blue trees. The spendours which were bming 
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enacted kinddied tongues of expectancy in her, for the dissertation he -

Edvard, had promised for the eveningCty^ White carefully checks the 

romantic flames of the sunset and Dorthy's answering passions with 

A 
a dry scientific discourse, just as at a similar moment later, on the 

brink of the storm, Elizabeth's enraptured absorption in the bush is 

corrected by axaauutxx her encounter with the workaday reality of men 

chopping it down. 

This dialectic of the human and the natural is the key to the 

function served by tho nataga.1 in this novel. The greater part of the 

action ef *he uuvd takes place in the nyaXMmwxj man-made environment 

of fashioliable Sydney. This action is linked with the greater theatre 

of Europe, where Sir Basil rehearses his Lear and Dorothy agonizes in 

her church and her French housekeeping. The source of the drama of 

the book is this European t**am#tirt3rr, of which we are constantly 

reminded not only by the facts of the children's lives but by the 

language of Lear, the imagery of the struggle of the generations^and eJT 

the aspirations to power and immortality which are the substance of the 

European tradition. Even on the island, Elizabeth woos Edvard with 

Brahms, or his slick substitutes, and Dorothy seeks to absolve her 

unhappiness through the redemptive work of menial tasks. 
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This drama is, however, wax counterpointed with memories of 

childhood in the country, which is where not only Basil and 

Dorothyrfeel they have their roots/, but also Elizabeth), The 

fashionable home in Sydney is built by Elizabeth to escape from 

Gogong, and her dull yet unknown husband, and it is as much a symbol 

of ±kaxtxk her failure^ at marriage, at parenthood, at the inmost 
£—f 

elements of life^ as it is of her success in external things. Yet 

if the countryside is presented as being the natural world, it is 

not presented as being man's natural home. On the contrary, man 

reaminn an alien. In retrospect, Alfred Hunter may have seemed to 

have achieved harmony with his setting,/but when the children revisit 

Gogong the present reality is m* one of dogged poverty.'Similarly, 

the Warmings may enjoy their visits to Brumby Island, but they do 

not belong there, any more than the forestry men who g^r^-H, have &*J0u 

a puiuuaiuiil camp ern^r. The natural environment is not a home where man 

can recover himself, but a place where he can encounter a reality 

greater than himself, ftamxaugoxmxxmxxt The graces and culture ot 

Europe, displayed by Elizabeth in her carefully staged dinner party, 

are tested against the reality of the brumbies, which xxxxexma* 

"wheeled and spun into spiralling shadowa^/^ At ejiother level 

this reality is the storm, when Elizabeth "lay and submitted to 

fromeone to whom she had never been introduced. • . It is the 

linesman testing for the highest pitch of awfulness the human spirit 

can endure/i'V 
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By submitting to the storm, to the greatest of her lovers, 

Elizabeth earns the calm which comes to her in its eye, and whioh 

grants her a kind of imramortality, or at least the chance to 

choose the moment of her own death. This resolution is explained in 

moral as much as in romantic or mystic terms. The storm tests 

Elizabeth in the sense of forcing her to contemplate all her life/*—•/ 

her betrayal of her children, her lack Srfnurfure^for them, her 

loves. Before the storm »VRo she goes by herself into the bushy 

and,at the scene of human dufiMWtuij.uU^, where the wood/fellers are at 

fltork, anticipates^ the natural destruction and healing to come. 

"Peace and light were flooding inhere violence had recently exploded*" 
•£-
She must then discover her own lonliness, with the discovery that 

both Dorothy and Edvard have left her, although she believes the 

other is still at his work on the island. Her final act of redemption, 

which saves her from destruction in the house and delivers her naked 

to the storm, is her act of compassion when she runs out of the house 

to find Edvard, "thinking less of selfpreservation than of finding and 

shepherding her deadly companion/»5/^ It is this act of compassion 

which grants her the^Bibilical calm in the eye of the storm, when after 

the violence, she enjoys for a moment the unity of ail living things, 

and even the -wild -swawft oome~U> tacke bread from &e"r~~Bantts.-• ifoom xffis 

sbo in rooallod| to* the-further violence of the storm and of life, by 

/the sight of ja» impaled gull, which brings hor back to the suffering 

from which she has only momentarily been released. 
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The combination of the natural, the moral and the mystic in this 

episode makes real HUE in this novel the transendental element of life 

which has been implicit in all of White's novels, and which he has 

variously symbolized in art, in madness or simplicity, and in 

such moments of vision as come to Stan Parker, to Voss, and to the 

four riders of the chariot. Each of these visions is of course as 

different in its particular manifestation as are the lives of the 

characters to whom it is manifested. Eliaabeth Hunter lacks the 

davittow, the vision or the goodness of earlier characters, yet it is 

her moment of insight which is most real, because it is most completely 

realized in natural terms. The unity which Elizabeth finds in the 

eye of the storm is also a unity which brings together all ]lanes of 

this novel. It is because she achieves this vision that her life 

stands in the book as a judgement on the lives of the others who 

refuse life's final challenge, to be lived for itself. 



x m 

Thes judgement is made explicit by the contrast between 

the climax of Elizabeth's visit to the island and the failure of 

Basil and Dorothy to recover their childhood or to find a future 

during their return to "Kudjeri". The property itself is now run 

down, in the hands of two failures, + \\ i*»»i»yjr Anne snu^ and 

her busbandy Rory, formerly a stockman for Alfred Hunter. The 

farm family accepts Basil and Dorothy, but tension remains - they 

cannot be at home in a house no longer theirs\ differences of class, 

wealth and sensitivity prevent the blossoming of an incipient affection 

between Dorothy and one of the children. In the background to their 

visit is the knowledge of thexTorlmtkertK surprising pleasure their 

father took in Stendhal's The Charterhouse of Parma, /'which Dorothy 

browses tlmeufth during her stay. This novel becomes, however, a 

"cheap novelette" in its English translation, and a symbol of 

aspirations to European, manners and romance which are mocked by the 

sombre Australian reality. lOn the second day of their sta.v, Ba.sil 

attempts to recover an identity with the country and with his 

childhood. Macrory drops him by a dam where he had broken his 

arm as a child. The mmm-ory of this episode is itself an indication 

of the ability of the Australian countryside to thwart human hopes! 

". • • ^put his arms around the tree, iristinctiviely shinning up its 

shagginess, grasping it with his.'knees, while a stench from the ants 

he crusted and the motions of his chafing limbs drowned the scent of 

gorse • • .the cries of a desperate magpie ... He hoped he would 

find a nestful of reds: what he hadn't got was a maggie red. Perhaps 

he never wox*lo># There is no romantic glow here, only harshness and 

failure^which extend twTtWexyfcjr beyond the human world to the magpie 

and the tree. 
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There is a nostalgic glow in Basil's memory of his father's 

affection, "trying to love", and of the security he felt agmttrat in 

his father's arms as he/picked h±nr up after the accident and carried 

ham home on his^horse. The glow is tempered however by the 

recollection of the rarity of the moment, of its tentativeness, and 

of the way it was dissolved by the contest «-f-mrrt-» for affection between 

Alfred and Elizabeth, a contest which led to the defeat of both. 

Similarly, the momentary success of Basil's attempt to integrate 

his life and art in this landscape is thwarted by the physical 

environment itself. He wades into the soft, accepting mud of the 

dam, and there, absurdly, ̂ rttgw«Ttfc»^Twy» he ''aimed at the 

Australian daylight" the Shakespearian trubute to romance, ̂ In such 

a night". "He listened again: as the circles widened around him on 

the muddy water, magpie** wings were clattering skywards; but the 

silence burning into his skin was the applause he valued. That his 

art should have come to terms with his surroundings gratified Sir 

Basil Hunter."^<~) 

('""The slightly arch tone of this passage betrays Sxxxx the absurdity 

of Basil's delusion, and indeed it disappears almost as soon as it 

35taxtxx comes. Basil starts to think of Macrory's return, and 

then of his mother's rejection of his childhood attempts at affection. 

Then the dam itself destroys him, when he reckeyes a gash from some 

sharp object concealed in the mud. The rhetoric of his posturing is 

replaced by a crude physical fear of death. 
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The—remainder of-their-w^y^-iH similarly disastrous. The 

attempts by Basil to recover his past, by Dorothy to find affection 

in the present or to fantasize for herself, with the aid of The 

Charterhouse of Parma, a relation/with Rory Macrory, are equally 

defeated by ugly reality. Finally, on a bitterly cold night, the 

two retire to each other's arms as a desperate escape from the world into 

a family or a womb they have never known. Prom this point, the only 

significant action in the novel is their mother's defeat of their 

plans to incarcerate her in a nursing home by her choosing of her own 

moment of death, thus both forestalling them and completing the pattern 

of her life, carrying out the will of the eye. The success of 

Elizabeth Hunter's death is counterpointed by the meanniindedness of her 

children to those who attended her in life. The judgement of the 

mystical plane is thus complemented by the moral judgement on the 

human plane. 

The paradox of this novel is both characteristtfee of White's 

writing and peculiarly Australian. Although the book is set largely 

in an urban setting, with values and manners drawn from Europe, xkaxx 

xx the characters draw their personality- from the countryside, and it 
centrally^ 

is in a natural setting that the two/judgemental episodes occur. The 

judgement is not, however, as in English pastoral writing, that x± 

implicit in a vision of human and natural harmony, Tho judgement arises 

from the response of the individual to a nature which is at best 

aloof, at worst hostile. Only Elizabeth Hunter, by surrendering herself 

to the moment, achieves a harmony of all the elements of her life. The 

others remain isolated and thus, ^ltimately, hollow. 


